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A REMARK ON PROBABILISTICAL DEFINITENESS
FOR SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS

BY YOSHIOMI NAKAGAMI

In his paper [4], Urbanik has introduced the concept of joint probability
distribution into a system of observables and discussed the relation to the simul-
taneous observability, or the commutativity of the system. As a result of this
argument he has proved that if the system is commutative then for all states it has
a joint probability distribution. The converse implication is also valid with an addi-
tional condition that each element of the system has discrete spectrum. Immediately
after the publication of this paper, Varadarajan [5] has shown independently the
above converse implication without assuming any special conditions, which is
given as a result of his generalized probability theory.

In the present paper we define a certain modified condition for the Urbanik's
case, about a set of self-ad joint operators, i.e., say, probabilistical semi-definiteness,
and show this to be necessary and sufficient for its commutativity under the
restriction of their boundedness. Then it follows that probabilistical semide-
finiteness and probabilistical definiteness are equivalent whenever each element
of the system is bounded.

I wish to express my profound thanks to Professor H. Umegaki for his valuable
suggestions and constant encouragement.

§ 1. Let R be the real line and 23 its Borel field. For any index set /, R1

will denote the Cartesian product set of all points X=Uxl} iel, consisting of real
numbers x% which correspond to each i$L If / is a finite set of n elements, then
R1 is a finite ^-dimensional space, and it will often be denoted by Rn and its
Borel field by W. Let pilt...,ιn be a projection which maps the points X=Iίxi of
R1 into the points whose coordinates vanish except their finite number of
indices HGI, •••, in^I and whose ^-coordinates (j=l, - ,n) remain invariant. In
the following we identify this projected space with an ^-dimensional space Rn.
For all ^-dimensional Borel sets Λfw and any ilf ~,in-th coordinates, W will stand
for a Borel field generated by cylinder sets of the form pϊl,...,%n(Mm).

If a probability measure Q is given on the measurable space (R1, W), we define
the probability measure Q<lt...,tn on (Rn, W) by

for M™ €%n,

and also for any real valued measurable function q(X) on R1 we define the prob-
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ability measure Qα(x) on (R, 23) by

for

Let .A be a self-ad joint operator on a Hubert space £> and A=ίtdEχ its spectral
resolution. Then for any unit vector ψ in the domain of A

(*) P i (M)=ί d{Eλφ,φ) for Me 33

is a probability measure on (i?, 33). Throughout this paper we assume that a vector </>
which appears in such a formula is always in the domain of a suitable operator.

§2. The following proposition is an extention of the theorem of Cramer and
Wold [1] and we shall omit the proof, because it is almost similar to the original
one.

PROPOSITION. Let Q and Qf be probability measures on (R1, W). If for any
finite number of indices ij£l(j=l,--,n) and for any ajGR(j=l," ,n)Qq(iχ^M)
=Qrqaχ^M) holds for arbitrary M€33, where q(X)=Σ?-i<tjXij for X=ΐlxi£RI, then
Q and Qr are identical, i.e., Q=Q'.

According to Urbanik [4], we shall reformulate the joint probability distribu-
tion and the probabilistical deίiniteness for a set 9Jΐ of self-adjoint operators on £>.υ

The set Wl is said to have a joint probability distribution at a unit vector ^€ξ>, if
there exists a probability measure Qφ on (Rm, 33W) depending on ψ such that for
any finite number of Aly ,An of 5JI and for any aj£R(j=l, ~,ή)

(**) PφΣnaμj(M)=Q*ΣnajXA.(M) for X=ΠxτeR*3ndMG%,

where Σn means Σ%u %R is used as an index set and the left hand side is defined
by (*). And 9W is said to be probabilistically definite, if the formula (**) holds for
all unit vector ^ € § . Now, we shall introduce a modified concept of the above.

DEFINITION. The set 2tt of self-adjoint operators is probabilistically semi-definite,
if for all unit vectors ψζ$ there exists a probability measure Qψ on Rm such that
for any pair A, B of W and

P*A±B(M)=Q%A±XB(M),

where X=Uxτ, ΓeSK.

THEOREM 1. Let W be a set of self-adjoint operators.
(1) The set Wl is probabilistically definite, if and only if for any unit vector

1) The original definition by Urbanik was introduced only for a finite collection of
self-adjoint operators. However it is easily described, under his way, for a infinite collec-
tion of such operators. This is analogous to the term " to have a joint distribution in
the weak sense" defined by Varadarajan. The definition is sufficient to define only for
any pair of self-adjoint operators.
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there exist a probability space (Ω,?B,μφ) and a set {xτ: TG^R} of random
variables on Ω associated with W bijectively2^ such that

for every real polynomial p.
( 2 ) The set W is probabilistically semi-definite, if and only if for any unit

vector φsξ* there exist a probability space (Ω, 33, μφ) and a set {xτ: TQW} of
random variables on Ω associated with W bijectively such that

(p(A2±B)φ, φ) = [ p{xA(ω)2±xB{ω))dμφ(ω\
JΩ

(p(A±B)ψ, φ)=[ p(xA{ω)±xB(ω))dμφ(ω\
JΩ

(P(B)φ,φ)=[ p{xB(ω))dμ*{ω)
JΩ

for A, BsW and for every real polynomial p.

Proof of {1). Suppose 9Jΐ is probabilistically definite. Denote A = Σ%i
^=Σinj=ι^jXAj and X = Σ%I^J^AJ for any AjsWl. Then, for any unit vector
there exists a probability measure Qφ on Rm such that

PA(M)=QΦAM)

By taking xA to be the random variables on a probability space (Rm, 335Jί, Qψ)

xA(X)=xA(Uxτ)=xA (=a real number),

we obtain Qφ(x(X)ςM)=Q%(M) for MG33. Therefore from the above equality

(ίKA)φfφ)=[ PWdPφ

A(λ) = [ p(λ)dQ%(λ)=[ P(x(X))dQφ(X).
JR JR JRM

Thus we can find (Rm, 33 ,̂ Qφ) as a probability space (Ω, 33, μφ) and {xτ: TeWl} as
a set of random variables.

Conversely, suppose that

(p(A)ψ, φ)=\ p{x{ω))dμφ(ω)
JΩ

for every polynomials, where A^Σ^iβjAj and x=Σ"=iaj%Λj- Taking X(ω)=Uxτ(ω)
as a random vector from a probability space (Ω, 33, μφ) to a measurable space (Rm,'
we may define a probability measure on Qφ on (i?3*, 33 )̂ by

2) By " bijectively" is meant " onto and one to one". When M is linear, so is this
bijection.
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Q*(M)=μ*(X-KM)) for

and, in particular, for Me 93 and X=Σ%I^J^A3

Then, since A=Σ%i<tjA3 is self-adjoint operator,

= Σ
7 = 1

for every polynomial p, and hence we obtain

Proof of (2). Suppose W is probabilistically semi-definite. Let us denote
random variables on (Rm, ?βm) by xA(X)=xA(Ώxτ)=xA. Then the quite similar argu-
ment may be applicable to this case and the required three equations in the
theorem are obtained.

The converse is also similar to the preceding: Define a probability measure
Q* on (R™, W1) and degenerate its measure to QCxAί, ±XJ}, QXA±XB and QXB on (R, 2Jt).
And then, probabilistical semi-definiteness is obtained.

§3. Applications. In what follows, we assume the operator to be bounded if
the contrary is not explicitly stated. The following lemma is immediate from the
theorem of Kleinecke [2] and we adopt his method.

LEMMA. Let A and B be self-adjoint operators. If AB—BA commutes with
A, then A and B are commutative.

Proof. We denote DAB=AB—BA, the inner derivative DA of B with respect
to A. By Leibniz rule,

Dn

AB
n=Dn

A{B-Bn-1)=l^

where D°AC=C, DAC=DAC and DAC=DA(Dn

A'C). Since DAB and A is commuta-
tive, DA(DAB)ι=Q for k^l and f^l, which implies

Dn

AB
n=n\{DAB)n, n=l,2, .

On the other hand ||Zλi£||^2||,4|| | | £ | | . Regarding DA as a bounded operator on
the uniform normed algebra generated by B,

From this inequality we know that the spectral radius of a self-adjoint operator
i(AB-BA) reduces to zero. Thus \\AB-BA\\ = \\i(AB-BA)\\=O, that is, AB=BA.
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to extend the above lemma to the unbounded
case. Because, we have already known by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle that
PQ—QPcz—iUI for a position operator Q and a momentum operator P, so that
i(PQ—QP) and P are commutative but Pand Q do not commute with each other,
where the commutativity of two self-adjoint operators means that of their cor-
responding spectral projections.

REMARK. It follows immediately from the above lemma, that if a set 9Ή
of bounded self-adjoint operators on a Hubert space has the Jordan product
AoB=(AB+BA)l2 with the property (AoA)oB=Ao(A<>B) for each pair A,
B^m, then W is commutative [3]. Indeed, (A<>A)oB=(AzB+BA2)l2 and
Λo(AoB)=(A2B+BA2)/4t+ABA/2 which imply A2B+BA2=2ABA or A{AB-BA)
=(AB—BA)A, and hence by Lemma AB=BA. By this fact, an associative Jordan
algebra of bounded self-adjoint operators is necessarily commutative.

THEOREM 2. Let W be a set of bounded self-adjoint operators. Then W is
commutative if and only if Wl is probabilistically semi-definite.

Proof. If Wl is probabilistically semi-definite, then there exists a probability
space (Ω, 23, μφ) and a set of random variables {xτ\ TQW). Further we get for any
pair of operators A and B in Wl,

(2ABAφ, ψ)=((A+Bγψ, φ)-{{A-Bfφ, ψ)-2(B*φ, φ)

B)*φ, φ)

and

xA{ωfxB{ω)dμ%ω)
Ω

, ψ) = -ί((A2+£)V, φ)- j((A*-Bγφ, φ)

4ί
Δ JΩ

Whence we obtain an equality (2ABAφ, φ)=((A2B+BA2)φ, φ) for all unit vectors
ψ, thus 2ABA=A2BJrBA2, for the both sides are self-adjoint. This equality shows
the commutativity of AB—BA and A, and hence that of A and B.

Conversely, suppose that Wl is commutative. Let 21 be a C*-algebra generated
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by 2ft and the unit operator /, then % is commutative. The Gelfand-representation
theorem tells us that there is a compact space Ω and that % is isometrically
isomorphic to the space C{Ω) of all continuous functions on Ω. Then we denote
by xτ the element of C(Ω) which corresponds to the element T of 2ft. For a unit
vector ψ, putting

MxA)=(Aψ,ψ) for

then, by Riesz-Markov-Kakutani theorem, a probability measure μφ exists on Ω and

(Aφ,ψ)=[ xA(ω)dμφ(ω) for As%.

Hence, in particular,

(p(A2±B)φ, φ)=[ p{xA(ωf±xB{ω))dμφ(ω\
JΩ

(p(A±B)ψ, φ)=[ P{xA{ω)±xB{ω))dμ*{ω\ (P(B)ψ, φ)=[ p{xB{ω))dμφ{ω).
JΩ JΩ

It follows from these equalities and Theorem 1 that 9ft is probabilistically semi-
definite. Q.E.D.

REMARK Urbanik, however, showed, if 2ft is a set of observables, its com-
mutativity implies the probabilistical definiteness under the separability condition
of ί>, which is proved through the method of the characteristic functions. But in
case of bounded operators, this separability condition can be omitted by the same
method as above. Here we show another proof of the Urbanik's without using
the characteristic function. If 2ft is a commuting set of self-adjoint operators not
necessarily bounded on a separable Hubert space £>, then there is a generating
self-adjoint operator A with the spectral representation fλdEλf that is, every ele-
ment B of 2ft is expressed in the form B=XB(A)=fxB(Z)dEλ by a real valued Baire
measurable function xB defined on R. Thus for any unit vector φeξ>, we can
take a probability measure PΦ

A over (R, S3) and a set of random variables {xτ: Te2ft}
such that

(Aφ,φ)=[ λd{Eλψ,φ)Λ λdPA(λ)

and

Hence, by Theorem 1, 5fll is probabilistically definite.
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